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Limitations of HCI planet surveys
Planet absolute H mag:
‣ H = 15 at 100pc
‣ H = 20 at 10pc
Allard et al. 2003
BT-Settl models
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Exoplanet Exploration: 























Debris disk studies:  
searching signposts of planets from ~5Myr to 1Gyr
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The ALICE project
Archival Legacy Investigations of Circumstellar Environments
 Re-analysis of the NICMOS coronagraphic archive  
using advanced post-processing methods
PSF-library-based algorithms Multi References Differential Imaging
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PI: R. Soummer (STScI)
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‣ Mean gain over raw coronagraphic PSF:      ~ 100x at 1’’
‣ Mean gain over classical PSF subtraction:      ~ 20x at 1’’
Overall performances
Classical PSF subtraction
KLIP subtraction H175 modes, 350 PSFL
Photon noise






























The NICMOS archive: 
Debris disk detections in its lifetime
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Schneider et al. 1999
HR 4796A
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YSO Debris disk survey
(Schneider, 2005)












HD 141569A# of targets / program
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YSO Debris disk survey
(Schneider, 2005)












HD 141569A# of targets / program
~400 targets  observed
~100 in debris disks surveys
5 debris disk detections
+ 3 known debris disks characterized
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First image in 
scattered light TWA 25, F160W 1''
1''
N
EHD 35650, F160W 1''
1''
N
ETWA 7, F160W 1''
1''
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Soummer et al. 2014
Choquet et al 2016
Choquet et al in prep.








































in scattered light (2016)
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ALICE results 
Resolved debris disks overview
2013:
19 disks resolved 
in scattered light 
2016:
‣ 10 new ALICE disks 
‣ 5 new SPHERE/GPI/STIS disks
34 disks resolved  
in scattered light 
























in scattered light (2016)
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ALICE results 
Resolved debris disks overview
‣ 20 by HST only
‣ 11 by HST & ground-based Tel. 
‣ 3 by ground-based tel. only










‣ Morphologic and photometric characterization
‣ Dust color measurement with new observations




Near IR  +  Visible images
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‣ Confirms the morphology of IR images  
(inc. ~ 74º, PA ~ 108º)
‣ Detected from 75AU to 250AU  
‣ SPHERE H band image (PI J. Milli)
‣ J-H color of the dust
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Don't forget space telescopes!
‣ Need images in complementary λ
‣ Disk comparative studies
‣ Visible images
‣ Large field of view
‣ High sensitivity
‣ 2 µm to 23 µm images
‣ High sensitivity






‣ Large field of view
‣ High sensitivity
‣ High angular resolution
‣ Disk inner regions (IWA)
‣ Spectroscopy / polarimetry
‣ 2 µm to 23 µm images
‣ High sensitivity
‣ Large field of view
‣ mm and CO images
‣ High angular resolution
‣ Disk inner regions
